WACKENHUT SERVICES, INCORPORATED
Nevada Operations (DOE)

JOB DESCRIPTION

Job Title: Security Police Officer II (SPO II)
Reports To: Field Lieutenant
Wage/Salary Range: Per IGAN Labor Agreement
Training and Experience Required:

Education and Experience:
High School diploma or GED required. Must have demonstrated commendable performance or better as a Security Police Officer, or equivalent external experience. Must successfully complete all prerequisite training courses and retain in-depth knowledge of applicable federal laws and DOE/WSI orders/directives.

Other:
Must hold current "Q" level security access authorization. Must successfully qualify and maintain SPO II proficiency with all assigned weapons and assigned equipment. Must maintain a valid State driver’s license. Must volunteer for and be eligible for certification in the WSI Personnel Assurance Program (PAP) if position to which assigned requires such certification.

Physical and Mental Requirements:

Must meet the physical, mental and fitness requirements as set forth in 10 CFR 1046 for defensive combative protective force personnel. Must be capable of reacting and providing security police support in an emergency situation. Must operate a motor vehicle as necessary to perform patrol duties or support operations. Must be capable of verbally (in English) expressing information and ideas to clearly and concisely communicate instructions and guidance.

Summary and Purpose of Job:

Protect the Nevada Test Site and related facilities in Las Vegas and off-site as required from all security threats (internal or external). Perform a wide variety of security related functions directed toward enforcement of applicable Department of Energy (DOE) orders, WSI orders/policies, Federal Statutes in accordance with 161.K of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2201.k) and Nevada State Revised Statutes to maintain security integrity and provide a safe, secure work environment. Assist in the performance of functions designed to ensure the health and safety of personnel. Operate equipment required to support the mission and perform strenuous emergency response duties as required in orders and directives. Otherwise act as directed by Lieutenants and others in the command chain.

Approved by:

R. C. Sanders, Jr.
General Manager
Remain proficient in the care, maintenance, operation, disassembly, and assembly all duty weapons as applicable: revolver, M-16 rifle.

Respond as directed in the event of incidents affecting the security integrity of the Nevada Test Site and/or related facilities, i.e., fires, industrial accidents, internal threats, external threats, or other criminal acts.

Participate in a variety of training activities/programs designed to assure employees are capable of fulfilling their emergency response duties.

Comply with provisions of the Physical Fitness Program Plan and maintain the level of fitness recommended to ensure the ability to carry out normal and emergency duties and to provide reasonable assurance of the ability to safely pass annual qualification tests.
Specific Duties and Responsibilities of the Security Police Officer II (SPO II):
The duties and responsibilities of the SPO II include but are not limited to the following:

Patrol/protect the NTS and related facilities by foot and/or vehicle to detect or prevent illegal/unauthorized activities.

Provide security protection for government property, classified material and personnel within assigned areas of responsibility to preclude unauthorized access, conversion, theft, or intentional destruction.

Report/respond to unusual or emergency situations, using the appropriate degree of physical force and/or weaponry as the situation dictates.

Be alert for potential security, property or safety concerns and initiate the appropriate actions.

Control personnel ingress/egress into and/or out of controlled/security areas.

Perform law enforcement duties as directed; i.e., response to situations that may require arrest and/or the use of physical and/or deadly force.

Perform security tasks to include but not limited to the enforcement of all applicable rules and regulations concerning:

- trespass or demonstrations
- exclusion of prohibited articles and/or contraband
- special nuclear material, devices and components.

Perform escort duties; i.e. construction equipment and/or personnel, classified documents and/or materials, etc.

Prevent/report all violations of security and safety rules and regulations.

Respond to protective alarm signals or other unusual/suspicious activities.

Maintain a working knowledge of all security orders, written and oral, pertaining to the assigned duties as well as an in-depth knowledge of applicable federal laws and DOE orders/directives.

Maintain proficiency with all assigned weapons by achieving the required qualifying scores in the designated courses of fire.